
HTML
HyperText Markup Language (HTML): Allows documents to be marked
up with informational tags that indicate how text in the document should
be presented and how documents are linked together.

I The structure of a HTML document:

<html>

<head>
<title> ... </title>
</head>

<body>
...
</body>
</html>
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Formatting tags and Lists
I Formatting tags.

I Headings: There are six levels: h1 through h6. e.g. <h1> This is a
Heading </h1>.

I Paragraph break. <p>
I Line break. <br>
I Horizontal rule (or line). <hr>

I Lists. A list is a sequence of paragraphs, each marked with the list
item tag <li> ... </li>. The entire list is surrounded by an
additional tag that identifies the kind of list. For example:

I <ol> ... </ol> An ordered (numbered) list.
I <ul> ... </ul> An unordered (bullet-ed) list.
I <menu> ... </menu> A compact list of one line paragraphs.
I <dir> ... </dir> A compact list of file names (possibly spanning

several columns)

I Lists can be nested.
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Style Tags

I <em> .. </em> Emphasize.
I <b> .. </b> Bold face.
I <i> .. </i> Italics.
I <u> .. </u> Underline.
I <tt> .. </tt> Teletype (mono-spaced font-typewriter style).
I <cite> .. </cite> Citation font.
I <pre> .. </pre> Pre-formatted text in teletype font.
I <font color=red> ... </font>



Anchors and Links
I Anchors are text strings that mark the ends of hypertext links. When links

point to within the same document, then only the # character is needed
in front of the anchor name. For example:

See <a href="#note1">note down below</a> for
more information.
.
.
.
<a name="note1">More info</a> can be found at xyz.

I In general, we need the URL (Uniform Resource Locator) to link to
another document. A general URL has five parts.
protocol://server:port/filename#anchor
where protocol can be HTTP, FTP, TELNET, FILE etc., server:port
is the Internet address of the server and the port number (optional)
followed by the filename specifier and the anchor inside the file (optional).

I Defaults. The default protocol is HTTP (HyperText Transfer Protocol). If
no filename is given, then the default filename is index.html. If no
anchor is specified, then the default is to show the beginning of the file.
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Images and Applets
I The Image tag is IMG. It has three attributes: SRC, which is the URL of

the image file (GIF, TIFF or JPEG files are supported), ALIGN, which can
be TOP, BOTTOM or MIDDLE and ALT, which is a text to display if the
browser cannot display the image. For example:

<img src="mypicture.gif, align=top,
alt="You could be seeing my picture!">

<a href="http://cs.boisestate.edu/"><img src="home.gif"></a>

I The Applet tag:
<applet code="MyApplet.class" width=300 height=300>
Please get a Java enabled browser!
<parameter name="numberCars" value="10">
<parameter name="timeDelay" value="50">
</applet>

I You can view the HTML source of web pages within any browser. That’s
a good way to learn more. Also most word-processors will edit HTML
documents.
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